PD Plus Framework
Alignments

CONNECT
TEACHERS TO
EVALUATION
FRAMEWORKS
WITH ONE
CLICK

Easy. Cost-effective. Actionable.
These aren’t usually words
associated with professional
development (PD)—but they are now.
Gale is advancing personal learning

EMPOWER SUCCESS WITH JUST IN
TIME, PERSONALIZED PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT RESOURCES
BEGIN WITH A STRONG FOUNDATION

Danielson Framework for Teaching

To help meet professional learning goals, a panel of teachers aligned many
of Gale’s publishing partners’ PD collections with FFT. This allows educators
to match the exact alignment they need with an entire list of eBook titles that
support them.

(FFT). Available through GVRL, Gale’s

MEET PERSONAL AND GROUP GOALS

eBook platform, these enhancements

actionable. By adding these to your

Support individual goal-setting and professional development plans with
framework alignments. For example, a teacher who wants to meet Dimension
1a: Planning and Preparation, and learn more about demonstrating 21st-century
skills in the classroom, can retrieve a title like Solving the Homework Problem
by Flipping the Learning when searching ASCD Collection 11. Additionally,
alignments can enhance school-wide instruction by supporting professional
learning communities, school improvement plans, evaluations, and more.

PD collection(s), you’re offering

CUSTOMIZE YOUR COLLECTION

teachers a voice and a choice to pick

Use Gale Admin to further align titles within your collection(s) to additional
domains and dimensions. This works particularly well when trying to meet
collective goals or when choosing to bring in titles from additional Gale
collections that are not aligned. If you’re looking to align to other frameworks
or strategic objectives, please contact a Gale education consultant to help you
find an effective solution that fits into your budget.

by offering alignments with The

save time, promote wider usage,
foster personalization, and make
reaching domains and dimensions

content aligned to the dimensions in
need of critical focus.

more

EMPOWER™ OU TCO ME S

“There are so many valuable
resources for professional
learning at our fingertips
and this makes it so much
easier to guide and coach
our teachers in a way
that provides them with
the skills necessary to
improve their practice.
It also provides the same
for administrators.”
Andrea Misuraca
Secondary Curriculum Coach,
Van Dyke Public Schools, Warren, MI

Product screen capture as of September 2018. Actual interface may vary.

PD PLUS FRAMEWORK ALIGNMENTS
SEARCH ALIGNED TITLES
by domain or dimension.

MASTER WORKFLOW
The power of G Suite for
Education and Microsoft Office
365 tools enable users to easily
save, share, and download
content—including highlights
and notes.

CROSS-SEARCH
to uncover relevant content
within all aligned titles.
CUSTOMIZE COLLECTIONS
using Gale Admin to highlight
specific initiatives.

TRANSLATE
content into more than
40 languages—on screen
and read aloud.
ADD HIGHLIGHTS AND NOTES
for yourself—and others.
LISTEN BY CHAPTER
in school, at home, or on the go.

PERSONAL LEARNING STARTS HERE

As educators work to meet various professional development
requirements, it’s important for them to access resources that
can be personalized and align with evaluations. Not only does
this make fulfilling requirements easier, it ensures that goals
are actionable and tie to teacher and student outcomes with
ongoing professional learning.

LEARN
MORE

888.728.9422
gale.com/pdplus
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